NOTE: WHERE THERE IS MORE THAN ONE JUMP WITHIN A BRANCHPOINT BOX, 
THE JUMPS ARE TO BE APPLIED IN ORDER FROM THE TOP.

EVC1 BRANCHPOINT: IF THIS IS A NEW INTERVIEW R, GO TO REQUEST SOCIAL SECURITY 
NUMBER (NEXT PAGE)

IF NONE OF THE EVENTS SHOWN IN THE LIST, BELOW, HAPPENED TO 
R SINCE R’s LAST IW; (I.E., IF ((CS5 NOT 5) & ({CS11 & E5} 
NOT 1) & (CS7 NOT 1) & (CS15Y36 (NOT 5 and NOT 6 and NOT 7)) 
& ((B7d & B9 & B9j) NOT 1) & (B5k WAS NOT ASKED) & (CS36c 
NOT 1) & ((D92ba & D95ba & D92ba-2 & D95ba-2) NOT 1))},
GO TO REQUEST SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER (NEXT PAGE)

NOTE: ANY OF THE FOLLOWING EVENTS WILL APPEAR AT EVC1 IF [IT WAS/THEY WERE] 
REPORTED TO HAVE OCCURRED SINCE R’s LAST IW. THE LIST BELOW ALSO SHOWS 
THE QUESTION/RESPONSE REFERENCE FOR THE EVENT. IF NO EVENT MEETS THE 
REQUIRED CRITERION/Criteria, EV IS JUMPED.

Death of spouse/partner (CS5=5) 
Nursing Home Stay ({CS11 or E5}=1) 
Got Married (CS7=1) 
Divorced/Separated from Spouse/Partner (CS15Y36={5 or 6 or 7}) 
Heart Attack (B7d=1) 
Stroke {(B9=1 and (Stroke not reported last IW (235 NOT 1))) or (B9j=1)} 
Cancer (B5k WAS ASKED) 
Residential Move, Main Residence (CS36c=1) 
Mother Died (D92ba=1) 
Father Died (D95ba=1) 
Mother-in-law Died (D92ba-2=1) 
Father-in-law Died (D95ba-2=1)

EVC1. You mentioned the following events happened since R’s LAST IW MONTH, 
YEAR.

[IWER: IF ONLY ONE EVENT DISPLAYED, DO NOT ASK QUESTION BUT CHOOSE THE 
NUMBER AND GO TO NEXT SCREEN.]

Which of these happened first,...next,...next?


NOTE: ANY EVENT CAN BE SELECTED MORE THAN ONCE AND IN COMBINATION WITH 
ANY OTHER EVENT(S) EXCEPT FOR “9. NO EVENT”.

GO TO REQUEST SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER (“SECTION” SS)